Purmorphamine increases DARPP-32 differentiation in human striatal neural stem cells through the Hedgehog pathway.
Transplantation of neural stem cells (NSCs) is a promising therapeutic approach for Huntington's disease (HD). HD is characterized by a progressive loss of medium-sized spiny neurons (MSNs) in the striatum. DARPP-32 (dopamine and cyclic AMP-regulated phosphoprotein, 32 kDa) is expressed in 98% of these MSNs. To establish an effective cell therapy for HD, the differentiation of human NSCs into MSNs is essential. Enhancing differentiation of NSCs is therefore an important aspect to optimize transplant efficacy. A comparison of 5 differentiation protocols indicated that the Hedgehog agonist purmorphamine (1 μM) most significantly increased the neuronal differentiation of a human striatal NSC line (STROC05). This 3-fold increase in neurons was associated with a dramatic reduction in proliferation as well as a decrease in astrocytic differentiation. A synergistic effect between purmorphamine and cell density even further increased neuronal differentiation from 20% to 30% within 7 days. Upon long-term differentiation (21 days), this combined differentiation protocol tripled the number of DARPP-32 cells (7%) and almost doubled the proportion of calbindin cells. However, there was no effect on calretinin cells. Differential expression of positional specification markers (DLX2, MASH1, MEIS2, GSH2, and NKX2.1) further confirmed the striatal identity of these differentiated cells. Purmorphamine resulted in a significant upregulation of the Hedgehog (Hh) signaling pathway (GLI1 expression). Cyclopamine, an Hh inhibitor, blocked this effect, indicating that purmorphamine specifically acts through this pathway to increase neuronal differentiation. These results demonstrate that small synthetic molecules can play a pivotal role in directing the differentiation of NSCs to optimize their therapeutic potential in HD.